Akindi: Setting up an Assessment

This guide will show how to set up an assessment inside the Akindi dashboard. See the Akindi Launching in Canvas guide if you need help launching Akindi in your course.

Select the Launch Akindi button in the course navigation menu and then Akindi menu to bring up your dashboard.

Select the Create Assessment button in the upper right corner of the dashboard.

Fill in the appropriate information in the following screen.
Create the answer key in one of 3 ways: Manually enter answers into the answer key, import answer key, or upload questions to create answer key.
Use the Advanced Marking tool to add more options to test questions such as bonus or partial credit.

Finally, print the bubble sheets. You can also make your answer key offline. To do this you will print an extra sheet and when you upload/scan your test sheets your answer key will have “0000” for the student id.